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What is The Watch?

Sweden Watch is a part of The Watch group, a non profit
organization which operates in Scandinavia. We collect
and provide up to date information on the current situation in the three Scandinavian countries. Politically we
represent a broad specter from left to right in the political
sphere. We have a common goal and purpose, to expose
and bring to the citizens attention the violent crimes now
occurring in Scandinavia.
The Watch group consists of economists, journalists and
dedicated people in the research community with fields
of society in crime, economics and demographics. In
common they are concerned with social development in
the Scandinavian countries.

Why do we do it?

The main stream media (MSM) report on crimes, but not
all, and it is difficult for citizens to have the full overall
overview. The Watch emphasizes on bringing as good
information as possible, and a total picture on the current
affairs. This is so that you can keep your self informed, and
draw your own conclusions on what is going on.

Our sources

All our collected data occurs from public sources as the
Police logs, and verified incidents from known newspapers and Media channels. We only register certain types
of crime in the categories you see in this report. We are
certainly not able to find all incidents, so what we report
is most likely to be less than what is actually happening
from day to day. We will publish up to date information
on our web page.

What can you do?

We need tips, information, pictures and video of incidents. This is for documentation, and to build up an
extensive database. We would be grateful if you contribute with information, content. If you like our work you can
donate to us as well.

This report summarizes the month, with the cases
we've managed to track down. However, we must
emphasize that this only gives a limited insight of
the overall picture, and that the situation with high
degree of certainty is far worse than that which appears in this report.
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